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Abstract 
In this paper wre a 
2006 
(VOA). '1]\/e show the"t between the structure codes 
of a framed VOA 1/. As a consequence, ViC see that every framed VOA 
cnrre2nt extemJion of its code sub VOA. Vve also Ii:>t up the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the stmeture codes of a framed VOA. and 
discuss the classification of holomorphie framed VOAs. It is also 
that the moonshine VOA can be 
central 24 wi.th trivia.l 
1 I:ntro•1u.ctio:n 
A framed vertex vertex 
"n'-c"·w-,";.,,(' to a tensor product 2D 
of framed VOAs originates in [DMZ], where it is verified 
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that rnoonshine VOA [FL:M] ha.s an fmme and the authors certain 
structural After [DMZ], 
et al. [DGH] and a of 
framed to a great amount we can attach. a 
linea,r structuTe to a and structure 
upon the structure codes. Given a 
its sub and V can be 
its irreducible modules. 
have been done. 
This 
"\/OAs and their 
the 
Theorem 5.1). This duality turns 
cnrTent extension [DM2, 
we a uniqueness Twr:co'"'·nr 
its structure code and the 
in 
eon~ 
that it ls \Vithin our reach to think of classifica.tion of t,.,,rn;Prl 
In [LaYl], 
a necessary a.nd 
the moorwhine VOA as the 
24 with trivial 
Ising frame is also discussed and it J.s shown that the group 
of vertex 
o~hco'''''H?Wd in terms of the assoeiated structure codes , It is 
of a VO/i,_ in but for VOA case, one 
As an example, we shall 
is the full automorphism 
using our theory. 
this paper is as follows. 
superalgebra.s within two 
Section 2, we will review definitions 
We will also present an explicit 
L(l/z, 0) EB L(l/z, which is a minimal 
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a fralrted In Section 3 we vvill review the 
structure 
Section 3. In 
on the arguments in 
duality on structure codes and the consequences. 
uc"a~·.A•. vertex operator and ~-'A·"""'--'4. 
on 
Nionster in terms of 
and devoted to give a brief sketch of the 
m [LaY2] where a characterization of the moonshine by means of 
frames is established.. 
Notation and 'I'errninology. 
"'"""'"''').'"' and the 
a vector space. 
A["'] ··-· {) n N ,- "-=--rn~O 
For n E Z, we define 
+ 
Note that I r + For 
_, ... 
~- LnEZ 
define the := a_h which takes the 
We denote the 
with their 
with p E Z by ;;z,P and often 
An 
the integers 0, 1, ... ,;o-1 
with standard 
bilinear form is called 
c 
ora 
a subset A of C, we define 
and for any linear code C' C Z2·, ·1ve 
c-L--, .- E c.l. I supp(/3) c 
Z~ as a direct sum of rings, we 
, (3 '7ln a= , ... ,an),= ... , Ea-2 • 
1':: C, we define 
by wt(c~) := isupp(a)l. For 
For a codeword 1 E ZH· 
E C I supp(o:) c 
The all one vector is a codeword (11 ... 1) E Z2. 
the by 0:. (3 := , , . , o:nf3n) for 
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2 Vertex operator superalgebras 
the of vertex operator (SVOAs) [B,FHL, 





1 E vac·uu111, vector such tl1at z) and z)Jl. (:C a+ 0 ror 
~ 
L-mEZ generates the 
[L(m), + 
c E Cis the or of 
-1) 
z) ""' [L( -1), 
denoted simply by 1/, If the 
list basic 
Proposition 2.2. Let 1/ be an be Z2 -hornogeneous. 
z): V 3 x r--+ Y(:c,z) E 
z)b = 
= Res,{(x- z) - (.-,z + z)Y(a, 
By proJ;iOEil.tJton ~bove, we see that there is no between right 
A vertex operator algebra is called simple if it has no non~ 
trivial By proposition, is determined by z) and 
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and extend to 
Fields which are not 
mutually local 
Proposition 2.3. 
on the locality in " or 
for both. 




Then one can 
local if there exists N E Z 
are said to are sums of 
a.re on 
then all n f,:: :Z. 
the proposition closed under the 
normal 
De:On.ition 2.4. A vertex is a of E8 
in ~4 am locaL 
(2) ~t is the C Q.l for any n E :Z. 
The even = 0. 
Remark 2.5. It E: 
let V a vertex operator sense of 2.1. By 
Proposition 2.2, the space forn.1s a vertex super-
algebra in the sense of Definition 2.4. Conversely, a vertex ?:l!, we 
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we obtain a vertex 
operator superalgebra can be defined as a vertex superalgebra '>"lith the 





Viraso:w vertex algebra. Let Vir = 
algebra with Lie [Vir, c] = 0. 
()VCr h. 
action Vir. It follows from we 
have the 
Therefore, the Virasoro field with the idenGity field generate a vertex 
It is not hard to see tl1is vertex is a verteJ( 
Example: A be the over C with 
{ ?j!n+l/2 I n E Z} and relations Let A+ be the 
I n E and \Ve consider an induced 
Cl. M has a na'mral basis { 1jJ_,.1 · • • 1/!-n) T1 > · · · > r/<, k E N} 
' 'b I ll.j • . vnt.1 · · · '~P-n. k = ~
·- \' ,;, .?.-n-1 I+. + ·'h ' 
.- L.,,E:z 'l"n+l/2~ . .u IS easy oo see G a·G 
to itself: 
= 
Thus 'lj;(.z) with the identity :field idM(z) generate a vertex superalgebra in-
side Now we define vertex map ;<.) : .......,_ End(M)[z, z-1] 
1There exist several notions of modules; weak modules, admissible modules, and modules, etc 
[DLM2]. These notions are distinguished assumptions on the actions of the Virasoro algebra generated 
by the vertex operator Y111(Lv,z) associated to the conformal vector w of V. · 
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Y(11, 
for a, are mutually 




!~-utornorphisms of a operator algebra 
We begin of 
Dei'initiou 3.L 
F Is a linear 
holds for all r1, b E 1/. The group of 





Set \i~ := Sinee th.e aetions of and. 
a structure of 1noduJe over 
has been shown in DL:Ml]. 
Theo:re:rn 3,2. Let V be a and G 
Let us Theorem 3.2 to the simplest case that G = is a finite group. 
Set Vi := {a E V I ga = e211v'-l.i/fgfa} for 0 :::; i :::; = V 0 is a simple sub 
VOA of V and Vi, 0:::; i:::; jgj- 1, are irreducible of V. 
Therefore, irreducible 
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the 
observation we see that e·very finite "-""r.n,rn.-.r-" 
realized an 
we have a "vVhich sub VOA realizes an 
answer has been [l\Jil] and we can 
1VHyamoto involutions, 
a Virasoro VOA 
vector 1 
and 1viiyamoto found that one can use 
vector. 
An on V if Te = 1 on V, 
4 J:l'rarned ·vertex operator algebras 
We will introduce a of vertex operator algebras which are vectors. 
Definition 4, 1. A ) Y(·j :ll, w) is called frarned if 
there exists a set e1 + ... + en and 
[Y(ei, Y ( ej , z2)] = 0 for distinct i. and j. 
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In the definition above, we also call or Vimsoro 
is not 




of a fran1ed 
Let V be a framed VOA with VOA 
1 ::::; i :S n, is 




Vis semisimple as an Vis a direct 
If= ffi m L{lf~ Q7 h1, ... ,hn \ ~, (4.2) 
hiE{O,l/2,1/16} 
2The central 
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OD 
an .ti'-module X 
We call the 
T: CjP= 
from definition that T1, acts on 
tTl1e 
We simplify the uv'vv.,u1.>vc''"'"·vu with 






so that ker T = 
that in Theoren1 
and each Va, Ct E 
a;a E V"' 
structure on 'if. The 
, one has 
is rrmeh more convenient to deal with than 
(4.2) describes ~~ as an e:x:tens.io11 of I~'. 
Let. us deal with structure ifO . . the 
F-module 
By h.E~m·ern 3.3, one can 
, r;,rn ~ -; _ (' 
a . e.z ::;~ o -· ol' ... ' 1--7 a0 := ae; = a~i ·: · '7) 
iEsupp(<l) 
Set IJ = . Then the fixed point is simple by Theorem 3.2, and 
==.F. VV1,n C•Y>"C in forms an 
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are 
v = ?--r.· .. ,. w 
a ED 





the basic facts on the structure codes. 
3, C -grading on as an extension ofF, 
F=Vir(e1)0···0 ,one 
cv 
frame F. \Ve recall 
D) be a strnctv,re code a VOA. 
(2} For any n E 
C and Dare 
::;een that every 







stn;,ct·wre on the 
, chen~ e:rists 
n-rnod•tde 
the is uniquely determined C so tl.1at we refer 
Vc to as the code verte:r '""'P"'''u,,.. "'·'"'""'·r·n associated to C. The repres•3n:ta;GIO'n 
1s and it is controlled 
Let C C :£~ be an even linear code. Denote ... 0), ·~ (OJ 0) vn ··-
- -~''' i". 0' -
(OCL ... 1). if i > j and r:(vi, =1 
otherwise, Then E defines a in Z 2 (Z2·, C*) such 
that Let CE[C] be the twisted group of C 
associated toE, is, C<[C] = EBo:Ece00 as a linear space carries product 
e00 ef3 = E(o~, {J)ea+/3. It is well-known that C€[C] a semisimple associative algebra. 
It is shown in [M2] that every \/(;-module an action a subalgebra of Cc[C]. 
142 
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X, which is 
Let C c be an even linear and the 
or ir~ 
are classit1ed dimensional semisirnple algebras is due to the 
curr-en"t; extertsion. of a 
current extension and related 
. We 
to [Y2]. The main 
is current extensions form a nice class among other extensions and one 
5 
As we have 
sub 
Theorem 5.1. 
a E D, 
The duality above provides 
iminediate consequence, we 
Bhown in [La., Yl] that 
current extension is 
associative 
every framed VUA is an extension of a code 
be the strncttwe code a any 
C supp( o:)} of C contains d'ual 
strong res-trictions on the structure codes. As an 
inclusions D C C C Dj_. Using the duality shovm 
3A VOA V is call rational if everJ N-gradable V~lT!odule is semisimple [DLM2]). 
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associated stTuct·ure codes. Then in the series 
cnrrent extension Vc. 
Corollary 5A. Oiven C, D c: 
ture code is bounded 
~· ~­
u.;:), 
ifC = D·1 . 
Proposition 
framed VOA ne·ce~:saJrH:V 
C,D c 
C= 
C is even linear. 
for any a ED. 
is a simple current extension its 
F' and 
classes 1JJii;h the 
VOAs 
't»ith structure is 
structure a holomorphic 
conditions: 
For any a E D, Ca: contains a doubly even self dual subcode Ct. 
It is shown in [La Yl] that conditions above are also 
Theorem 5.6, 
D) ~~and 
The conditions (a)-( e) seems a little bit 
following ones. 
fmrned VOA with str·uct·ure codes 
conditio·ns (a)-(e) above. 
but one can them the 
4To be one needs to assume one more cmldl.tlc'n the Cz-finitcne.ss [Z, DLM3J. 
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Lemma 5. 7. 'TheTe exists with s-tructttre codes ( Dl., 
and if D c Z~6k 
the conditions in 
with small central 
of central 
,,, •. :hu·od in [S] that there would 71 
This problem a fax.aous con-
of the moonshine VOA 
The arguments in [DM3, S] are 
structure on vl so their method is not 
to the FLM [D:M3] showed a characterization of the 
lattice as8ocia;ted to the Leech lattice that if the Lie structure on the 
is 24-dirnensional and V is 
on this we ca.n 
one extra eondition that V is 
a weaker version 
framed, then 
TheoE·em 5.8. (/LaY2/) Let V be a. holomorphic 
suppose that the 
moonshine VOA 




Then V zs 
and 
to the 
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Let VOA and G a As shown in 
the -,,c,J,.Au..cv rcJtructure on 1/ is closely related to the G-module structure and one can 
clas,sify 
difficult 
if any g E G fixes F 
of It is 
not involved in tl. However, if V IS 
eCiJHJtes much easier to 
In this section we discuss the structure of the subgroups 
ol:e· = •' -
are extensiom; of 
respectively, one the 
Schur's lemma. 
VOA V. 
Let g E 
LethE 






va be the of a 
Then g E (Tel; ... , Te"l· 
=idp. ThenhE , ... ,!Ten), 
the isotypical decomposition 
is a C-graded extension ofF, B acts 
a scalar, is ±1 by 
and this also implies that 
Proposition 6.2. ([LaYlj} Let() E Stabe;'(F). Then theTe e:rist r?,f; ~:: Z2 such that 
and = CJ~;,. In ()4 = L 




~ !fl!. Cj_ ·we can extend CJ ~ E 
theorem. 
is ~ r"·· ""'""" we 
to Aut(V-). The answer is 
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Theorern fUL For a codeword e = , ... , ~n) E Z2 \ C..L, exists () E 
(J 1:, i.f and if a · ~ E C for all o: = 
E Z~ denotes th~:. bilineaT in. t.he 
nmd 4 all ct ED, and otherwise jej = 4. 
the theorem 
E I ~-D c 
]\Tote that P for:ms a of 
Le1:n:ma 6.4. 
Let e1, e2 ~::: smne rJ E 
the lerrnr1a stabilizer 
quence: 
1 ----+ --:· ----+ ---.-> 1 
II ll 
·1 "ln/ nl. 
- --) cfJ2 .L/ --. ~.;.,. P/C..L ---7 1 
the extension one ca,n use the result. 
, i = 1, 2, be exterwion8 . Then 
· e, a ·e) = 0 all c~ E D. 
By ther>e fra.nJ.e stabilizer can be described in terms 
and its 
F. 
Exan.1.ple: L.!A-element of the Ivlonster. Let be the moonshine 
is shown m 

















the generator matrix 
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that V = ·7 and 
C= E I o:, E 
c is the order of length 16. 
Lemma tL6, Let as 
P= a.nd o: + j3 + ·r E RM(l, 
the 
[ATL!tS] for the notation). Set 
0000 1100 0000 0110 0000 0110 0000 1010 0000 1010 
Then one can check that ~ E P so that exists 8~ E 
such that the restriction a~~, on the code of a non-trivial invo-
hrdon u.;. Therefore, 81; has an ord.er 4, and it is shown in [LaYl] that e~; actually 
to the 4A cla;:;s of the Monster group M = (cf. [il.TLAS]). 
7 Appendix: proof of Theorern 5,8 
Let 
contains no 
in [LaYl, we can uniquely 
V(76 )-module which we by Ind~~'"a> 
one can extend \lh) to a '"'''"J.cu•.n 
V/e refer the reader to 
+ 8) which forms an even linoar 
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non~trivisJ. Moreover, since 
acts on the weight one 
one subspace of i.s trhr-
the Lie algebra 
the Lie 





rn,--,-] L bL. 
24 
to the Leech lattice IL 
VA. Vve have already seen that () 
current extensions established in [DM2]. 
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